
From: Getachew Tesfaye
To: DAFLUCAS Ronda M.
Date: 2/8/2007 4:54:10 PM
Subject: Draft RAI Re Codes and Methods Topical Report ANP-10263(P)

Ronda,
Attached please find additional draft RAI regarding Topical Report
ANP-10263(P). Please advise if there are any proprietary information in this
and the previous draft RAI e-mailed to you.
Thanks
Getachew Tesfaye
Project Manager
NRO/DNRL/EPR Branch 1
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ADDITIONAL DRAFT RAI REGARDING ANP-10263(P)

Heavy Reflector in Place of Core Barrel Thermal Shield Pads

In sections 4 and 5 of the topical report, the following description is provided:

"The effect of the metal in the reflector will be represented by standard heat conductors, and
the bypass flow through coolant flow channels present in the reflector metal structure will be
simulated by suitable standard flow paths."

RAI 29: a) Please describe the coolant flow system for these channels (number and size of
the channels, and flow path from entrance to exit).

b) Please provide the AREVA plans to validate the flow path modeling. Include a
discussion on the entrance/exit loss factors, channel pressure drop, likelihood
and consequences of steam binding (or blockage) in some or all channels, and
the adequacy of the fluid flow map to model the expected flow pattern in the
channels. How does blockage of these channels affect the EPR performance for
AQOs, DBAs, LOCAs (large and small) and long term cooling?

There is a need to validate the calculational methods with operational data. The validation
processes will consist, of comparing PRISM reflector calculations with those of startup and
equilibrium operational core data.

On page A-i, the ~lsparagraph introduces the concept of cooling channels in the heavy
reflector.

RAI 30: a) Please'describe the consequences of blockage of some or a major portion of
these channels on core neutronics (as well as thermal-hydraulically).

b) Will the new reflector design and associated cooling be subject to CFR 50.46?

c) Have fluence studies been, or will they be, conducted for the EPR heavy
reflector?

RAI 31: On page A-3, the 2 nd paragraph from the bottom refers to the improved fast neutron
reflection with the heavy reflector. Provide the physics behind this improvement.
That is, what is the difference in cross-section composition between the two reflector
designs that enables one to favor one design over the other?

RAI 32: Please provide additional clarification of the geometry model as described in the last
paragraph on page A-3 and continued on page A-4.

RAI 33: On page A-8, Section, A.1.4.2, refers to a restriction on PRISM and the necessity for
it. Please clarification.

RAI 34: On page A-9, starting with 2nd paragraph, the following paragraph provides some of
the comparison results for comparing PRISM with MCNP. The staff is not sure what
the numbers are meant to convey. Please provide additional clarification. Also, in



the same paragraph, it is stated that a standard deviation of 0.7% was calculated for
the "standard" reflector case, and a 0.9% was obtained for the "heavy" reflector
case. Provide the calculational procedure used (i.e. show how ) to arrive at these
values.

RAI 35: On page A-1 0, the last paragraph refers to comparing PRISM with measured plant
data. The staff presumes that the PRISM in question is the PRISM model for the
EPR heavy reflector that is being compared to existing plant operational data. Is this
correct? Please provide additional clarification.

Reflector Methodology Validation

RAI 36: Section A.2.3, Methodology Description, on page A-14, contains a number of
operational examples of the proposed EPR neutronic methodology comparisons with
existing plant operational data. Where there any comparisons made of the
proposed methodology with those of mixed cores? Will there be comparisons?
(That is different vendor fuel types in the same core).

RAI 37: Section A.3.2 provides a brief description of the so-called "Inferred Relative Power
Distribution Calculation". (Full topical report expected sometime in 2007). Is the
process/methodology for calculating the power distributions and associated
uncertainties (pages A-26 through A-35) a new methodology? Reference is made to
references A-1 and A-3. It is not clear to the staff whether the proposed
methodology that is expected to be presented in a future submittal is intended to
replace the current power distribution calculational methods or modify for the EPR
core. Please clarify.

On page A-27, 3rd paragraph down, reference is made to a calculational module called
"MEDIAN".

RAI 38: Is MEDIAN a new calculational code? Has the staff reviewed and approved
MEDIAN? Will MEDIAN be part of the same topical report submittal noted in RAI
37?


